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Our Vision

Respect   : We take full care of our employees, transactors,

	 	 			partners	and	suppliers	in	mutual	respect.

Compliance  : We are governed by and comply with regulations and 

	 	 			laws.

Initiative and Creativity : We encourage initiative and creativity in a systematic 

	 	 									frame	to	enhance	work	and	raiseperformance	level.

Teamwork	 :	We	believe	in	teamwork	and	team	spirit	in	the	Department	and	

	 	 		with	the	relevant	authorities.

Quality	 	 :	We	enhance	our	services	to	fulfill	requests	and	needs	of	our	

	 	 		transactors.

Continuous learning: We support continuous learning at individual and corporate

	 	 					levels.

Transparency : We believe in express and clear communication in spreading 

	 	 		of	information	and	procedures.

Social responsibility:We attend to our responsibility towards the community where

	 	 			we	live.

Lead in initiative and performance to promote competitiveness and achieve 

comprehensive and sustainable economic development. 

Our Mission
Support and organize business sector and provide integrated economic 

services to the satisfaction of our transactors and community through opti--

mal utilization of financial and human capabilities. 

Our Values
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Dear Investor

-	Call	our	hotline	number	8007333

-	By	Post		via	P.O.	Box	10510	Ras	Al	Khaimah

-	E-mail	us	on	rakecon@emirated.net.ae

-	Visit	us	in	person	and	meet	with	the	Department	Officers	)open	door	policy(

-	Contact	the	Customer	Service	Unit		or	call	the	number	+9717	2271222

			during	the	official	working	hours.

-	Drop	your		suggestion	/	complaint	in	the	complaints	and	suggestion	box	

Your opinion is our source of inspiration, so please do not hesitate to provide 

us with your comments and suggestion about the Department  and its serv--

ices, you are our advisor.

How to submit suggestion or complaints
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Preface: 
Preparation for economic, production and service projects is con--
sidered the most important step for their success. Perfect planning 
for these projects shall guarantee their success and effectiveness, 
in addition to achieving the expected financial profit from such 
projects. Therefore, feasibility study should be made before em--
barking on any project.

Economic Feasibility Study: 
Economic feasibility study can be summed up in the following: “It 
is a process of collecting information and data about a proposed 
project, then analyzing the same from the financial, economic and 
technical aspects, in addition to sensitivity analysis, in order to 
be aware of the extent of such project success, under the prevail--
ing circumstances in the market. Therefore, a decision  should be 
made to continue or cease such project.

In view of the above, making a feasibility study requires the consid--
eration of the following points and steps: 

�-To determine the goals and personality of the project own--
er.  
�-Market study- economic study. 
�-Technical and executive study of the project.
�-Financial study of the project. 
5-The final decision or results and recommendations related 
to the project. 

 Preparing Feasibility Study
For Small Projects
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First:	Goals	and	Personality	of	the	Project	owner.
-Goals: 

Project owner should determine his goals and personal concept 
for carrying out the project. Should he desire to construct a house; 
he must have conception, before laying down the foundation stone 
of the house style and design )whether large or small, one or two 
floors, number of rooms….etc(. Also, upon constructing any project 
we should have conception of the goals that we hope to achieve 
through such project. 
While you are imagining your project, you have to think of your 
aims, is this project for gaining a lot of money, using your creative 
abilities or achieving more flexibility in your life? Are you aiming 
at expanding the project or keeping the same small as it is? 

Therefore, the personal goals are divided into number of goals, 
including the following: 

1-Innovation: It is a mean for carrying out something bear--
ing their impression,  innovated product, new service or in--
novating new method for sales management or dealing with 
customers…. etc. 
2-Control: Desire in more control for applying the ideas, ideas 
applying control, work hours or circumstances control or pro--
duction quantity and type….etc. 
3-Challenge: To face problems and difficulties that facing the 
project without hesitation or wavering.
4-Money: gaining more money and utilizing the same for the 
project expanding and development.

-Personality:
Personality of the project owner plays vital role in the project suc--
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cessfulness. Therefore, the project owner should be aware of impor--
tant aspects in his personality before initiating the project execution, 
these aspects are: 
-His experiences and skills that services the project )communica--
tion, design, supervision, organizing, marketing and sports kills(.
-Personal motives that shall guarantee the project successfulness. 
-Personal capacities that shall lead the project, such as )coopera--
tion, honesty, work enthusiasm, accuracy of timings, doing the best 
efforts, daily and continued supervision of the work(.

Second Market Study:   
It means obtaining important data and information related to the 
project, targeted market, competition facing the same and dealers. 

- Characteristics of Your Industry: 
Being ware of the industry from which the project a part, )whether the 
project is industrial, commercial or professional(, looking for infor--
mation reflects the financial performance of this industry and infor--
mation about the trends of this industry. 

-  Targeted Market:   
-Determining the targeted market is one of the important elements 
for confirming the project successfulness, in order to determine 
whether or not there are enough number of customers, i.e. evaluating 
the volume of orders for the project to guarantee its continuation and 
successfulness. 
It is necessary to make population statistics to the intended custom--
er that you are planning to deal with, )age, gender, income thresh--
old, qualification, marital status…etc(. Also, to determine the targeted 
customers )End user or customer, buyers, retailers and wholesal--
ers…etc(. Moreover, to determine the product capacity or volume of 
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the required offer in order to fulfill the required order. 

-Competitors:
You should be aware of the main competitors, their interests, points 
of weakness and power and means utilized by the competitors for 
customer attraction, specifications of their products and prices. 
Competitors can be divided into tow types as follows:

Director Competitors:  Including companies, small establishments 
similar to your project, as for production, customers, ambition, 
trying to access the same targeted market. 
Large Companies:  Large and medium companies working in the 
market and considered as the real competitor,  specially should it 
competition based on the price.

You can recourse to the working paper )2(, in order to determine 
the point of power with the direct and future competitors. 

- Supplier: 
Should you open a toys store, how can you obtain the toys for put 
the same on the display shelves? On the other hand, if the toys are 
produced by you, how can you succeed in putting the toys, pro--
duced by you, on the display shelves? 
In the world of business, whether you are purchasing or selling, 
you will almost require a broker to intermediate between the seller 
and purchaser. You should know the type of material and services 
required by, who are the main agents? And what are the things in--
cluded in the costs? 
You may recourse to the working paper No )3(, for making compari--
son between the supplier.
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Third: Technical and Executive Study of the Project:
Where shall your work, manufacturing or selling your product be lo--
cated? What is the type of equipments required by you? What are the 
commodities manufacturing requirements and phases of its manu--
facturing? What is the extent of requirement for fixed machines and 
equipments? All the aforesaid elements shall affect directly on your 
success. 

-Manufacturing Machines and Equipments 
It is possible that the evil manufacturing process shall encumber you 
high costs or results in less quality or more damages. Therefore, you 
should select manufacturing machines and tools carefully form well 
known companies. 

-Place:  
If your project depends on retail; location shall be the most impor--
tant element in the project, since availability of the project in a clear 
location shall notably save a lot of costs related to marketing and 
advertisements. Consequently, this is considered as competition ad--
vantage on which the other companies enter into competition. 

In case of the project depending on manufacturing; the facility of 
movement should be taken into consideration, in relation to items 
and product delivery to markets, availability of water, electricity, 
gas…etc and availability low cost means for getting rid of garbage. 
  

  Fourth: Financial Study for the Project: 

While you are in the filed of commercial business, you hall meet some 
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frequently repeated financial terms, including the following:

* General or Fixed Expenses: represented in rent, insurance, tel--
ephone, salaries, water, electricity…etc and fixed expenses are 
the total amount of these expenses. 
* Changed expenses: represented in the changed expenses from 
time to time, such as advertisements, promotional offers…etc. 
* Monthly expenses rate: refers to the monthly expended amount 
by you, whether fixed or changed expenses. 
* Revenues: It is the total amount of money gained from sales. 
* Income: It is the amount of money obtained from any source, 
such as the debts due to us and investments. 
*	Profits: it is the balance amount of money, after deducting the 
costs and divided into two section: Total profit and net profit.
* Total	profit: It is the balance amount of the money after deduct--
ing the costs of sold goods, but after deducting  general and ad--
ministrative costs. 
* Net	Profit: it is the net achieved profits, during the fiscal year for 
the company. 
* Net loss: Deducting all expenses from all revenues and you 
shall find money lost by you, instead of achieving profits. 

Finance: 
Finance is divided into two sections:

- Debt Finance:
It is often a loan or equipments finance. The money should be re--
funded, whether the trade is boomed or not. Almost, you should initi--
ate debit settlement after short time from obtaining the same. 
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- Investment Finance: 
To obtain Investment under investment finance, where the investor 
shall be granted a part of project possession and share in the future 
profits. He shall be often granted the right in taken the decision, but 
if the project exposed to loss, you shouldn’t refund any money. 

Thereafter, the main sources as follows: 
- The Personal Financial Assets: 

It is better to initiate your project by your own money. Should you 
have enough money; you shall be in the best financial situation, since 
you shall not enter into debts or investments with third parties. 

-Sales and Revenues : 
The best method for project finance is through sales revenues. If you 
can develop your project depending on the monies received by you 
from the customers; you shall not require debit or sharing any other 
party in your investment.

- Friends and family: 
Do you want to loss your friend? Borrow money from him or let him 
to invest in your company. Sharing the family and friends in the 
project affairs is a critical matter, unless such person understands 
the project nature and actual risks and you can communicate eas--
ily with him. You should always drawing up the loan or investment 
documents determining clearly the payment and investment provi--
sions. 

-Banks: 
Banks currently initiated offering facilitated finance to the small 
project owners, since it is providing these loans with less  Murabah 
percentage, simplified provisions and flexible payment period up to 
three years, in addition to the provision of elapsing three years after 
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practicing the business. 

Through collecting, discussing and analyzing the information, a 
question shall arise here in relation with the project feasibility and 
resolving whether the project is perfect or not. Should the idea is 
perfect, we shall initiate preparation and making work plan. If the 
idea is not perfect, we shall ignore the first idea and look for another 
beneficial and successful project idea. 

Sources and References:
 -How you can start your small project in two weeks, Ronda 
Apramz, Saudi Arabia, first edition 2006. 
-Perfect Guide for small projects, Setephen D. Shetraws, Saudi Ara--
bia, first edition 2007.
-Economic Feasibility Study and Projects Estimation, Dr. Kazem 
Gasem Al Esawi, Jordan, second edition, �005. 
-How to set up, manage and maintain commercial project, Jrejori 
F.kishil, Patrishia Jantrkishil, Saudi Arabia, first edition, 2007.
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Working Paper (1) 
Personal Goals: The Four Goals 
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Innovation

If you have a pressing desire to innovate, you should focus on inno--
vation upon setting up the project. You have to determine the aims of 
your project, not to be a mean for gaining money only, but to support 
your creative motive and presenting great services to the society. Don’t 
overstate in imposing your personality on the project, even if influence 
on your partners, in order to pave the way in front of others for creation 
process. 

Should you desire in or need to great volume of time control, it is better 
for you to maintain the small size of your project, because in the large 
project, you will have little direct control of many decisions. IF you are 
person who need more control, you can continue the development of 
the project to be larger. In such case, you have to set up communica--
tion network and report systems which guarantee obtaining enough 
information and control the new development, in order to fulfill your 
personal desire. 

Control

Challenge

Financial goals

If you have a press desire in challenge in your practical life; it is impor--
tant for your to obtain positive means to fulfill your desire, specially at 
the beginning of setting up the project and you should succeed in first 
challenge representing in the establishment process, otherwise you will 
find yourself persistently initiating new projects transferring your atten--
tion of the main goals of the project. 

Desire in gaining a lot of money almost means little control and con--
tinue in the center of creation process may mean availability of a part--
ner or slow development. Again, you have to have to choose between 
the control and money. Therefore, try to check your personal goals and 
goals of your partners. 
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